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Problem:	performance	bugs	in	schedulers	
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White	=	core	is	idle	
Orange	=	core	is	overloaded	



This	is	not	an	intended	
behavior	

Linux	tries	to	keep	cores	
busy	
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Previous	work:	4	bugs	in	CFS	
(default	Linux	scheduler)	

	
Big	impact	in	prac/ce:	

126x	performance	increase	aVer	fixing	the	bug	in	HPC	apps	
24%	faster	execu/on	of	TPC-H	requests		

The	Linux	scheduler:	a	decade	of	wasted	cores	[EuroSys’16]	
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Load	 balancing	 logic	 is	 probably	 trivial.	
Patches	 already	 exist,	 and	 I	 don’t	 feel	 that	
people	 can	 screw	 up	 the	 few	 hundred	 lines	
too	badly.	
	

Linus,	2001	
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Root	cause:	growing	complexity	of	scheduling	

For	instance,	fair.c:	
	 #	lines	of	code	 #	func/ons	
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Root	cause:	growing	complexity	of	scheduling	

•  Data	structures	growing	too	
•  task_struct	(internal	representa/on	of	a	thread)	

•  163	fields	in	2011	
•  215	fields	in	2016	
•  … and still growing! 

•  Spaghetti code! 



Cer/fied	kernels	offer	no	
guarantee	on	scheduling	
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Goal:	
Design	mul/core	

schedulers	with	provable	
performance	proper/es	
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This	talk:	
Designing	a	work-

conserving	scheduler	
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Work-conserving?	
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A	word	on	work-conserva/on	

•  Definition of work-conservation = ? 
•  Roughly speaking: 

“Cores should not stay idle when there is work to do” 
•  What does it mean? 
•  Performance properties are loosely defined 
•  A core can become idle after an application exits 

•  This is not a bug 

•  More difficult than what is proven in certified kernels 
 
•  More precise definition in a few slides! 
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This	talk:	
Designing	a	scheduler	
that	“keeps	core	busy”	
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Our	approach	
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DSL	policy	

Compiled	C	policy	
(kernel	module)	

Exis/ng	
kernel	
API	

C	compiler	Event	
Interface	

Leon	compiler	 Compiled	Leon	
code	

•  More structure: schedulers are written using a DSL 

•  Allows efficient compilation to C, and safety (no crash) 
•  Allows verification 

Proofs	

Leon	



A	word	on	verifica/on	

•  We don’t aim for an end-to-end proof 
 
•  DSL splits schedulers into small building blocks 

•  We verify properties on these building blocks 
•  If each block “behaves well”, then the whole 

scheduler is work-conserving 
 

•  Strategy: 
•  extract useful information (and only it) from the DSL 
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Core	0	 Core	1	 Core	2	 Core	3	

But	what	is	a	scheduler?	
1	runqueue	per	core	
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Core	0	 Core	1	 Core	2	 Core	3	

Load	balancing	

2	 3	 5	 1	4	 3	
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1/	Selec/on	phase	

Core	0	 Core	1	 Core	2	 Core	3	
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1/	Selec/on	phase	
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•  Cores choose another core to steal from 

•  Lockless, no consensus 

•  Read-only 



2/	Stealing	phase	

Core	0	 Core	1	 Core	2	 Core	3	
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2/	Stealing	phase	
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•  Cores steal from another core 

•  Atomic 

•  Can “fail” 
•  The selected core might have been stolen 

concurrently between the selection phase and the 
stealing phase. 



Load	balancing	round	
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Select a core to steal from 
(no lock) 

Steal the selected core 
(atomic but can fail) 

•  Performed simultaneously on all cores. 

•  Every 4ms 

•  We call that a load balancing round. 



Work	conserva/on	defini/on	
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A scheduler is work conserving iff there exists an 
integer N such that after N load balancing rounds no 

core is idle while a core is overloaded. 
 

•  In Linux one cannot find N.   
•  Finding N prevents 3 out of the 4 bugs we found. 

Select a core to steal from 
(no lock) 

Steal the selected core 
(atomic but can fail) 



Challenges	

•  Concurrency 
•  2 cores can try to steal the same core simultaneously 
•  One of them might fail 

•  This is not a bug 

•  Proofs on how the system evolves 
•  Idleness at a given time is not a bug 
•  Finding N 

•  Find the right abstractions to make schedulers provable 
•  Sufficient expressiveness 
•  Simplifying the verification of scheduling policies 
•  Incurring low overhead 
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Abstrac/ons	
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Select a core to steal from 

Steal the core (if any) 

Complex part 



Abstrac/ons	
How	to	simplify	the	proofs?	
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•  We don’t care about smart selection heuristics 
•  we only want idle cores to select overloaded cores. 

Filter cores 
(keep stealable cores only) 

Chose a specific core 

Steal the core 

Complex part 



Proofs:	assuming	no	failure	
(Unrealis/c	simplifica/on	but	useful	1st	step)	
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Filter 

Choice 

Steal 

“Only returns overloaded cores” 
“Does not filter out all overloaded cores” 

“Migrates at least 1 thread”  

è Idle cores will select and steal work 
è Work-conserving # 



Proofs:	assuming	no	failure	
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Filter 

Choice 

Steal 

“Only returns overloaded cores” 
“Does not filter out all overloaded cores” 

“Migrates at least 1 thread”  

Not in the proofs! 



Proofs:	with	concurrency	
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We want to prove that an idle core cannot fail indefinitely to 
steal from overloaded cores 
 
•  “If a stealing failed it is because another one succeeded” 
•  “Number of successes is bounded” 
è Number of failures is bounded 
è Back to the “no failure” proofs 
è Idle cores will (eventually) manage to steal work. 
è Work-conserving #  



Proofs:	with	concurrency	1/2	
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•  “If a stealing failed it is because another one succeeded” 
 

LoadBalancing	
			every	4ms	{	//mul/ple	rounds	
								c	=	select	a	core	//	at	that	point	the	chosen	core	is	thought	to	be	stealable	

	 	 	 						//	i.e.,	c.isStealable(…)	was	true	at	some	point	
								lock	
								if(c.isStealable(…))	//	if	false	then	
													self.steal(c);	unlock(self,	c);	//	this	has	to	happen	on	another	core	
								unlock	
				}	
}	



Proofs:	with	concurrency	1/2	
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•  “If a stealing failed it is because another one succeeded” 

 
 

while(true)	{	
			x	=	t;	
			if(x	==	t)	{		//	if	false	then	
							… ; //	this	has	to	happen	on	another	core	
    }		
}	
 



Proofs:	with	concurrency	1/2	
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•  “If a stealing failed it is because another one succeeded” 

Proving lock-freedom easily and automatically [CPP’15] 
 

while(true)	{	
			r	=	P;	x	=	t;	
			if(x	==	t)	{	<… ; ++P>;	}		
			assert(P	>	r);	
}	
Idea	behind	the	proof:	adding	a	success	counter.	



Proofs:	with	concurrency	2/2	
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•  “Number of successes is bounded” 

 
d = load difference between cores 
d decreases after each successful stealing 
d is ≥ 0 
 
This is not a minimal value for d. 
But sufficient to prove work-conservation. 



TODO	
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•  Prove complex scheduling policies 
•  Hierarchical scheduling 
•  C-groups 
•  NUMA-aware placement 

è Hopefully abstractions are still sufficient 



Ques/ons?	
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